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Abstract—Recognizing the in-situ context of a factory is an
important issue in the manufacturing process. In recent many
studies to recognize the situation with various sensors are
conducted, but those are containing several problems still. In this
study, we design enhanced human action estimator architecture
that produces a series of short descriptive sentences from a
sequence of volumetric data.

Index Terms—3D CNN, Human Action Recognition, Action
Description

I. INTRODUCTION

Recognizing human action by machine is important task and
can be utilized in many fields. For example, in the senior care
center, the safety system will alert to nurses or the patient
when a dangerous action of the patient is detected by the
system. In other case like a CCTV installed at a street, the
public security system will protect from any latent crimes in
the street. Particularly, recognizing human action technology
is also utilized at manufacturing system.

Process Planning is designing a manufacturing process to
make a desired product. There can be many choices to build
a plan, but finding the effective plan among the candidates
is the important issue. Design parameters, for example, the
force or temperature or time or angle of a machining head,
are the considerations to build a process plan and affect to the
quality of product directly. Many researchers in this domain
have involved to develop a effective planning methods. But,
as we know, all of them take account into only environmental
variables, not human actions. Because labor must be included
at every manufacturing process, the planning methods such
that do not consider the human action in manufacturing
process do not hold water. Our purpose is that taking account
into human action in building the process plan.

Recently, Artificial Intelligence has evolved rapidly and
been adopted at many domains. For the recognizing the human
action, there are many methods suggested to accomplish it.
[1]–[19] Restricted in vision recognition, there are two main-
stream ways: Skeleton-based and Depth-based. In Skeleton-
based approach, the image of human is converted to a graph
that represents bones for edges and joints for vertices. This
geometrical shape and relation of each bones and joints are
used as the cue to distinguish human action. This approach
has advantages of invariant to scene, to human attribute, and
to viewpoint. Also this approach has disadvantages: regarding
with Human-object interaction and Self-occlusion issues, so
that this method shows low accuracy and poor robustness.
On the other hand, other studies used Depth-based approach.

(a) clap (b) drink (c) sit

Fig. 1: Three reconstructed holistic sample scene by several
depth camera. The subject in sub-figure (a), (b), (c) is acting
’clap’, ’drink’, and ’sit’ respectively.

Depth-based approach is much free from aforementioned
issues, but many studies concentrated on multi-class classifi-
cation, so that it is hard to distinguish comprehensive actions
of human.

In this project, We study and propose a machine learning
architecture of human action recognition. The goal is to
make a quantified data about the human activities via Depth-
based approach. First we gathered volumetric data that contain
comprehensive human action. Then we build a neural network
model recognizing a comprehensive action as composition
of basic action components. Finally, the model is trained
and tested for verifying whether it has sufficient capabilities.
These quantified data enrich process planning parameters and
lead to a more accurate and effective result. In the following
sections, we will cover about the dataset, the model, and the
experiments.

II. RESEARCH APPROACH

A. Dataset

We acquired 3D voxelized data of human action from Ac-
tion4D [18] which is one of multi-class classification approach
to recognize human action. They captured the whole scene of
person by using multiple depth cameras. Then they reconstruct
a holistic scene by fusing multiple calibrated depth images.
Fig. 1 shows sample images.

A depth image is a set point data as known as point cloud.
Basically a depth image contains a lot of point and that is too
big to analyze with machine learning. To reduce the heaviness
of data, the depth images are sampled as three-dimensional
unit, a voxel.

To adopt this gathered data for training and testing our
neural net model, we carried out additional work. Because the



Fig. 2: Each frame is re-described by multiple classes instead
of single class. Each item is expressed as a vector of the classes
represented by 0 or 1. Zero means the item does not belong
to the class, and One means the opposite. The first three items
match with Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b, Fig. 1c respectively.

Fig. 3: An overview of classification model

given data have labels suitable for multi-class classification
problems, we re-labeled it to have multiple labels suitable for
multi-labeled classification problem. For example, the Fig. 1a
is originally labeled as ’clap’. We rewrite the label with basic
action components ’sit’, ’left h hold’, ’right h hold’, and
’clap’, since the subject is sitting while clapping which is an
action of holding hands each other in a moment. The number
of basic action components is ten(such that are stand, sit,
left h hold, right h hold, drink, walk, bend, clap, phone call,
point). basic action components are written to each frame by
one-hot encoding method. Fig. 2 shows some of conversion
examples from a class to multiple classes.

B. Model

To classify a 3D voxelized data into a set of basic action
components, we build a classification model. Fig. 3 shows an
overview of classification model. The model consist of two
main step: Feature extraction and Classification. Feature ex-
traction is sequence of convolution layer, batch normalization
layer, activation layer, pooling layer. The number of layer of
feature extraction step is 21. The convolution layer multiplies
the input with weights.

(h ∗ f)[x, y, z] =
∑
i,j,k

h[x− i, y − j, z − k]f [i, j, k] (1)

where, f is input function, and h is weight function.
Then, the batch normalization layer bounds the input value
in the range between 0 and 1. This makes all inputs to have
same expectation(Fig. 4). At the activation layer, we used
ReLU(Rectified Linear Unit) function which outputs zero until
x < 0, and increase proportional to x over 0(Fig. 5.

f(x) = max(0, x) (2)

Fig. 4: The normalization works for each distribution of inputs
to be the same expectation.

Fig. 5: Rectified Linear Unit function. This increase linearly
when x over 0, but still remains at 0 when x under 0.

where, x is input and f(x) is output. Pooling layer makes
the spatial complexity of features to be reduced, and conse-
quently relaxes the computation work of network. we used
2x2x2 max pooling which pick the greatest value among
2x2x2 3rd-Order tensor. Fig. 6 shows the order of layers in
feature extraction step.

Classification step has two Fully connected layer which
calculate probability for each basic action component. Because
the number of basic action component is ten, the output of
classification step is vector of size 10.

III. RESULT

We’ve trained the network 500 times and check the result.
We can find the convergence tendency for loss and accu-
racy(Fig. 7). Loss is calculated by the distance of ground truth
vector which is labeled according to II-A section and estimated
value of the network. The distance measured by MSE(Mean
Squared Error).

MSELoss =
1

N

N∑
i

(fi − yi)
2 (3)

where, fi is estimated value of the network and yi is ground
truth value of ith data. Accuracy is measured by summing hit
count for 1. The threshold of estimated value is 0.05.



Fig. 6: The layer order of the feature extraction step. The feature extraction step consist of convolution layer, batch normalization
layer, activation layer, and pooling layer.

Fig. 7: Loss and Accuracy graph. According to training goes
on, loss converges to 0 and accuracy converges to 1.

Acc =

∑M
j=1 fij + yij > 2− threshold∑M

j=1 yij
(4)

where, fij is jth action component probability of ith data
and yij is jth action component ground truth value of ith data.
M is number of basic components, in our case, value is 10.
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